
 

 

 

Tim Rogers & The Bamboos (AUSTRALIA)  
 
BIOGRAPHY  

When Lance Ferguson got Tim Rogers into the studio to sing on a song he’d just 
written called “I Got Burned” for the then forthcoming album of his band The 
Bamboos, ‘Medicine Man’, neither of them could foresee it’s runaway success. It 
managed to re-energise both their careers, becoming the most played song on Triple 
J in April, getting love across ABC Radio national, ABC local radio across the country 
as well as cracking commercial radio with support from the Triple M network. The 
song brought out the soul man in Rogers and the rock star in Ferguson. After 
performing it together live on ABC TV’s ‘Adam Hills In Gordon Street Tonight’ and at 
a sold out Bamboos show at The Corner Hotel in Melbourne, they realized there 
could be more magic in this partnership. 
 

In early 2013 Tim Rogers and The Bamboos will join forces for a very special 
national tour. With a collaboration such as this, the shows will be suited to unique 
and iconic venues, either as part of a festival or stand alone shows. Taking “I Got 
Burned” as a template, Tim and The Bamboos will play a show filled with carefully 
selected covers, their well known crowd favourites and potentially a smattering of 
originals that will draw upon rock and soul with equal relish. 

PRESS QUOTES 
 
“Medicine Man is a flawless record that sees the band moving away from their 
traditional approach of making primarily instrumental albums with a few vocal tracks, 
to producing an entirely vocal album with a staggeringly talented cast.” - RAVE 
MAGAZINE  

 “Medicine Man crackles, pops and fizzes. The mellow vibe on the neo-soul and pop 
tracks allows you to rest your tush (sometimes unwillingly) before the grinding funk 
gets you back up and swinging your thing.” - BEAT 

 “The Bamboos are the highest, tightest and easily the best live band of their kind in 
the country. The album is massive, unparalleled and gorgeous to listen to” - THE 
AGE - MELBOURNE MAGAZINE  

 
WEBSITE 
‘I Got Burned’ on Adam Hills In Gordon Street Tonight: http://youtu.be/XMfSSFpT99I  
Official clip ‘I Got Burned’: https://vimeo.com/40980623  
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